COME ONE, COME ALL!
LET'S CELEBRATE FALL WITH
GRAMMAR GALLERY
FALL
IDIOMS
READ EACH SENTENCE.
WHAT DO YOU THINK THE
IDIOM MEANS?
LET'S GO!
Jacinta was feeling under the weather, so she stayed in bed all day.

What does this idiom mean?

a) nervous
b) sick
c) scared
d) angry

GO TO THE NEXT PAGE TO CHECK YOUR ANSWER.
Jacinta was feeling **under the weather**, so she stayed in bed all day.

What does this idiom mean?

a) nervous  
b) sick  
c) scared  
d) angry

**under the weather**: sick; not feeling well
I hope Kevin doesn't get wind of the surprise party.

What does this idiom mean?

a) forget about
b) miss
c) hear about
d) attend

GO TO THE NEXT PAGE TO CHECK YOUR ANSWER.
I hope Kevin doesn't get wind of the surprise party.

What does this idiom mean?

a) forget about
b) miss
c) hear about
d) attend

*get wind of:* to learn of or hear about something
Fatima thinks a good job will *fall into her lap*.

What does this idiom mean?

a) come easily  
b) pass by  
c) happen slowly  
d) move far away  

*GO TO THE NEXT PAGE TO CHECK YOUR ANSWER.*
Fatima thinks a good job will fall into her lap.

What does this idiom mean?

a) come easily
b) pass by
c) happen slowly
d) move far away

fall into one's lap: when something happens easily, without a plan or hard work
Marcus has not been exercising, but tomorrow he will *turn over a new leaf*.

What does this idiom mean?

a) eat more often
b) spend time outside
c) clean the yard
d) start something new

*GO TO THE NEXT PAGE TO CHECK YOUR ANSWER.*
Marcus has not been exercising, but tomorrow he will *turn over a new leaf*. What does this idiom mean? 

a) eat more often
b) spend time outside
c) clean her yard
d) start something new

*turn over a new leaf*: to start something new; to begin again